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1 THE ISSUE BEING ADDRESSED

The present research is situated in the area of learning design (LD) systems and computer based tools to support teachers in the delicate task of organizing teaching-learning activities (TLA). A LD system [8] differs from a learning management system (LMS) [10]:

(1) in an LMS the focus is on the organization of a curriculum and on the setting of auxiliary tools to communicate and interact with students;
(2) in an LD the focus is on the design of a course or also of a single teaching session, and on building and assembling TLA in order to create effective learning paths for students. On such a platform, a teacher can arrange the activities, attach appropriate contents and be guided in choosing right tools for the students’ tasks.

An open issue is the lack of a Web tool based on graphic organizers to access in a simple way both micro and macro aspects of the LD. The aim of the research is to model a lightweight tool to be used both by teachers and by students as a support for daily learning activities offering attractive interaction and Web access.

2 MOTIVATION AND RELATED WORK

This research is prompted by the rapid transformation of methods, roles and practices that are presently involving both primary and high schools. There are many factors contributing to this momentous change: the crisis of the classical teaching approach, especially with the digital native generation of students; the availability of low cost mobile technology and the easy access to global knowledge and information. There are an increasing number of teachers experimenting student centred methodologies.

With this in mind, the planning of activities and experiences proposed to students becomes particularly important as well as the choice of the most effective strategies to improve the learning process. This is a core issue in active learning scenarios where the goal is the development of skills as stated, for example, in the recent Italian school reform and in the European Parliament’s recommendations for lifelong learning. Nowadays, the teacher’s challenge consists in helping students achieve meaningful learning [5] by means of specific TLA and having them work in their own areas of proximal development, as suggested by Vygotsky.

Today, in many schools, the planning patterns adopted are usually implicit, organized as a list of goals, skills and concepts to be assimilated without any explicit instructions on how to reach the purpose. Very often, the organization of this process is left to the individual teacher and must be delineated at the beginning of each year, without adapting it to the students’ actual progresses: the LD is seen as a mere bureaucratic task that teachers have to accomplish.

The LD activity [8] has now become of the utmost importance for the representation and communication of the learning paths to be shared with students and colleagues, with a view to professional growth. In an ideal scenario, LD could be a useful artefact, an educational mediator that provides students with an overall view of their present and possible future, considering both their daily activities and their annual curricula. A more extensive list of tools developed by various research groups is shown in [6].

One of the most comprehensive tool is LAMS (Learning Activities Management System) [7]: it was first developed in 2003, but has evolved considerably up to the present time. LAMS is a Web platform that enables teachers to design, in a very precise way, the single tasks the students will carry out in a specific course, selecting and rearranging them from a set of possible activities.

LAMS is a powerful tool for representing and preparing all the details of a learning path, but it requires a significant effort for the teacher in order to build an entire course or session. Besides, LAMS installation and running is quite complex and does not provide an integrated view of both macro and micro details of the curriculum. Students appreciate it for many characteristics, but sometimes feel constrained by such precise guidance.

Another well known tool is Learning Designer, created by the London Knowledge Lab [12], that offers a Web platform to plan and to fine-tune activities before proposing them to the class as a list of TLAs. Each TLA belongs to one of six categories (read-watch-listen, discuss, investigate, produce, collaborate, practice) and is marked with the description, the amount of time to be allocated for the activity, the number of students per group and the study materials. It is a lightweight environment with the focus only on micro-design.

Some other works: CompendiumLD [1] is a software developed as part of the Open University Learning Design initiative. It enables the creation of learning patterns represented by maps, starting from learning outcomes all the way through to task timing. Unfortunately, it is not Web based.

LD Tool [4] is an initiative of the University of Wollongong, Australia. It is Web based and allows users to define a sequence of tasks, resources, and supports to engage students along a learning path. It is possible to indicate a list of intended learning outcomes.

LD Shake [3][11] is a Web2.0 tool for the social sharing and co-editing of LD solutions. Basically it enables teachers to publish
planning sheets for lessons and give indications about general planning, educational aspects, single module contents, assessment. It does not provide graphical representation of the learning paths.

**Curriculum Mapping** [2] is a Web repository of LD based on the national guidelines for Italian schools where teachers can organize learning interdisciplinary paths. The platform doesn’t share LDs with students nor provide graphic representations of the paths except for a Gantt diagram of the programmed activities.

### 3 METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS

Some interesting aspects emerged from a preliminary research conducted on a sample of 144 teachers: 85% consider useful an explicit micro design of the TLAs, but 65% of them consider it a very time-consuming process; 94% would appreciate a Web platform to support them in designing the TLA, preferring graphic organizers (71%) rather than list/tables (25%); 81% would prefer a distributed planning activity during the school year and 96% of them consider very important the simplicity of user interfaces.

The main contributions of this project will be situated in 3 areas:

- **Modeling entities and functionalities** of a Web based LD tool to investigate the most suitable semantic structures to represent the domain information in an LD: for this aspect zz-structures [9] seems to be a promising approach to manage multilevel views. A significant feature is the availability of pedagogical templates to set an initial structure for a design. For example, a teacher could choose a particular methodology (for example Flipped Classroom, EAS, PBL, WebQuest, etc.) to start designing a learning path, having to fill a prebuilt structure instead of starting from scratch. To implement this it will be necessary to analyze the pedagogical structures and map them to the internal semantic model of the LD.

- **Modeling of suitable visual driven interfaces**. There are many different graphic organizers to be taken into account in modeling user interfaces: for instance, hierarchic interactive representations like treemaps, radial trees, circle and sunburst partitions are useful to represent micro and macro scenarios and a collection of hierarchic resources. To express paths and relations it is possible to consider concept maps, Sankey and chord diagrams or narrative charts. For complex information, there are multivariate representations like graphs in different forms or radial charts.

- **Modeling a repository of Web 2.0 applications** to be used both as a recommendation system in the LD and as a stand-alone informative system to guide professionals, students, engineers, administrative workers and so on in discovering the variety of Web applications . Most of these apps have a great potential to improve collaborative, cognitive and creative work: there are hundreds of apps for building rich and attractive digital artefacts and to aggregate heterogeneous materials, to support workgroups, etc. but their effective use in everyday working environments is still very limited.

The main effort during the last months has consisted in the building of a detailed classification scheme that enables us to create a review of 111 (until now) Webapps available on the Internet and to build a substantial database driven by an appropriate taxonomy. From a detailed analysis of this set of applications we suggest an initial taxonomy [6] which groups the applications in 3 categories: aggregators, authoring and communication/collaboration tools. At a lower granularity level, we identified 23 subcategories but the cataloging is still going on and the taxonomy will probably grow. It has been observed that many apps have a hybrid characterization so the relation between app and category is multiple; furthermore the multiple relations between an app and the related categories must be weighted to identify the prevalent service offered by the app. For example, many Web application for mindmapping or timeline authoring can offer collaborative editing too, so they can be classified in at least two categories but with different weights to situate the app more precisely in the taxonomy. The Web repository module will constitute a recommender system for teachers who are planning a specific activity for students: based on a brief description of the activity the system will suggest related applications by the use of content-based filtering techniques. An integrated Web platform to discover dedicated and heterogeneous Web 2.0 tools could be of great interest not only for educational purposes but also to increase the productiveness in many professional areas.

### 4 EXPECTED OUTCOME AND IMPACT

To the best of our knowledge, in spite of the extensive research in this area, there is still a lack of suitable and lightweight tools to support the design of educational activities. Furthermore, there is a rapid growth of Web 2.0 apps to create digital artefacts with a strong potential impact in learning activities, and not only: broad sectors of society could benefit from the potential of these tools to improve productivity, especially in the field of new communication media and in the organization of work. The transformation of learning approach into new active forms needs tools to help teachers to organize the work, to make it more effective and sharable in a community of practice. The tools must not load the teachers with new tasks but have to support their creative work and improve the dissemination of good teaching practices.
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